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GO ON TOUR

Photo from 2022 tour of ‘As I See it’.
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GET INTO
DRAMA
SCHOOL

Photo from 2018 podcast recording of ‘Forgotten Women’.
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GET A
QUALIFICATION
AUTUMN - You will be asked to reflect upon 
the events that set you on your path to
becoming a performing artist. You are given
the opportunity to devise a piece of live
performance that reflects the performer you
are now. You will also get free headshots and
support with developing your creative CV.

SPRING - You will take the feedback and
reflection from your Autumn term
performance and create an Action Plan that
helps you develop your skills as an artist.

SUMMER - You will create a Public Showcase
of your work. This might be live or digital or a
combination and will also allow you to create
your own showreel.

Photo from 2023 PAD showcase.
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TESTIMONIES
“Peer gave me the
opportunity to feel
pushed, and work
with a variety of
people, without

ever feeling out of
my depth.”

“Spending a
 year at Peer has

 allowed me to view myself
more objectively in a creative
sense. Thanks to Peer I can be

far more unbiased about my
work, which allows me a lot

more creative freedom to take
risks and make better work. I
now see myself as a capable
performer who has a future

within the industry.” 

“I learned
 that I am an artist and

that the concept of
creating art or being an
artist is not above me,

 it is me.” 
“Peer gave me the
ability to change

and grow as a
performer.” 

“It’s an incredible experience
for a course that is free since

it’s a charity, better than most
courses I’ve paid to be on. You

can’t get the experience of
touring and being a working
actor from many places out

there but you get it at Peer!”

“The most important
thing I have discovered

about myself as an artist
during this experience is

how important and
unique my creative voice
is. I also think finding this

value in the importance
and uniqueness of my

creative voice has
inspired and motivated
me more to create my

own work.”
“Thanks to my

 time at Peer, I am
 able to see myself more

fully and acknowledge my
achievements and good

ideas. I am able to assess
myself more objectively,

which has really helped me
in a rehearsal room as well.” 
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